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12th Edition

FRAUD, ASSET TRACING 
AND RECOVERY 

GENEVA

15 – 16 March 2018  |  Hotel President Wilson  |  Geneva, Switzerland  

The Premier Convention of Global Thought Leaders and Influencers 
in the Field of Civil Fraud Litigation and Asset Recovery 

THOUGHTS ALOUD: Are fraud lawyers natural “risk takers”?  
Is there any relationship between risk taking and honesty for lawyers?

TROUBLE IN PARADISE 2.0: Everything you need to know about 
beneficial ownership, transparency and disclosure

“PUGACHEV RULING”: Is this the end of offshore trusts and should it be?

MOCK CASE: Do’s and Don’t’s in cross boarder frauds between UK and 
Switzerland

WHO PAYS? When and how to target the deep pockets of auditors, 
accountants, tax advisors and third parties 

TOO HOT TO HANDLE: Hacked, stolen or just mislaid?  
What do you do when privileged or confidential data lands in your lap

FAIR HEARINGS OR QUICK ONES: Is independence a charade?

“MY JURISDICTION IS BETTER THAN YOUR JURISDICTION”:  
Three things I hate about your jurisdiction

GROUP DISCOUNTS  
Register early to guarantee 
your place as this conference 
is expected to reach capacity.

Lead Sponsor Networking Lunch  
Sponsor – Day 1 

Pre-Conference Drinks 
Sponsor

‘Women In Fraud’ Networking  
Dinner Sponsor 

Registration Breakfast  
Sponsor

Networking Drinks 
Refreshment Sponsor 

Refreshment Breaks 
Sponsor

Associate Sponsor 

Exhibitor 

New for this Year!  
Investigative Journalism in  
the Era of “Fake News”

Clare Rewcastle-Brown
Editor
Sarawak Report (UK)

Featuring a special guest:

Plus! Benefit from attending  
Corporate Crime Clinic
on Wednesday 14th of March

Women in Fraud, Asset Re-
covery and White Collar Crime
Pre-Conference Informal Dinner

Executive Sponsors 
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Welcome to C5’s Fraud, Asset Tracing and 
Recovery Geneva 12th Edition – the leading global 
conference of its kind, bursting with exceptional 
networking opportunities and an array of thought 
provoking talks and debates. Since this event’s 
humble beginnings in 1996, we have been perfecting 
the art of delivering a truly “World Class” forum to 
the rapidly growing community of fraud and asset 
recovery professionals. Year on year, our conference 
keeps on growing alongside the very discipline itself. 

TODAY, OUR COMMITMENT REMAINS AS 
STRONG AS EVER.

From covering the latest “premier-league” cases 
to sharing the most contentious war stories; from 
superior networking jamborees to having fun at the 
après-conference skiing weekend in the Alps, this 
really is “the original and the best” meeting platform 
of the real “Who’s who” of the civil fraud litigation 
and asset recovery world.

 This was my first C5 
conference and I was glad to find 
interesting topics, as well as great 
opportunities for networking – 
congrats for the hard work you and 
you team have put together 
–  Karla Lini Maeji   |   Partner  |  TozziniFreire 

Advogados (Brazil)

Seats for this exclusive event are filling out quickly 
and it will SELL OUT once again.

Register right now to 
secure your place.
I look forward to welcoming you in  
Geneva next March,

Anita Arthur, Industry Manager,  
C5 Communications 
+44 20 7878 6925 | a.arthur@c5-online.com

Benchmark with global thought 
leaders and influencers: 

 Richard Millet QC 
 Essex Court 

Chambers (UK) 

 Keith Oliver
Peters & Peters (UK)  
 

 Marcus Pallot 
Carey Olsen (Jersey) 

 Stavros Pavlou 
Patrikios Pavlou 
& Associates LLC 
(Cyprus)

 Glenn Pomerantz
 BDO (USA) 

 James Popperwell
Macfarlanes (UK)

 Simon Rainey QC  
Quadrant Chambers 
(UK)

 Michael Roberts
Hogan Lovells (UK)

 Charles Samek QC
Littleton Chambers (UK) 

 Howard Sharp QC
Ardent Chambers  
(Jersey) 

Peter  Sharp
Morgan, Lewis & 
Bockius (UK)

 Mona Vaswani
Allen & Overy (UK)

Peter de Verneuil Smith
3 Verulam Buildings (UK)

 Philip Young
Cooke, Young & 
Keidan (UK)

 
 Jonathan Addo

HARNEYS (BVI)
 

 Warren Gluck
Holland & Knight 
(USA)

 Maxim Kulkov
KK&P Trial Lawyers 
(Russia)

 Tony Beswetherick 
20 Essex Street (UK)

 Benjamin Borsodi 
Schellenberg Wittmer 
(Switzerland)

 Clare Rewcastle Brown
Sarawak Report (UK) 

 Audrey Byrne 
McCann FitzGerald 
(Ireland)  

 Lincoln Caylor
Bennet Jones (Canada)

 Kaley Crossthwaite
BDO (UK) 

 Arnoldo Lacayo 
Sequor Law (USA) 

 Lisette van Eenennaam
ABB (Switzerland) 

 James Eldridge
Maples and Calder 
(Cayman Islands) 

Paul Gully-Hart 
Schellenberg Wittmer 
(Switzerland)

 Helen Hatton
BDO Sator Regulatory 
Consulting (Jersey) 

Robert Hunter
Edmonds Marshall 
McMahon (UK)

 Edmund King
Essex Court 
Chambers (UK)

Saverio Lembo
Bär & Karrer 
(Switzerland)

Neal H. Levin
Freeborn & Peters (USA) 

Paul Lowenstein QC
20 Essex Street (UK) 

Kate McMahon
Edmonds Marshall 
McMahon (UK)

 Karla Lini Maeji 
TozziniFreire (Brazil) 

3 Simple Ways to Register 


  ONLINE:

 C5-Online.com/FraudGeneva

  EMAIL:
 Registration@C5-Online.com


 PHONE:

 +44 20 7878 6888

 Caroline Allouet
BDO (France) 

 Rogério Alves
RA&A (Portugal) 

 Stephen Baker 
Baker & Partners 
(Jersey) 

 Adrian Beltrami QC
3 Verulam Buildings 
(UK) 

http://c5-online.com/fraudgeneva
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Wednesday, 14 March 
Corporate Crime Clinic
(12.00 – 16.00)

Sponsored by

To be able to respond effectively to newly emerging risks, financial 
institutions, corporations and advisors alike must understand both, how to 
detect key facilitating factors and, to make sure that the internal systems 
are bullet-proof and up-to-date with the latest legislation. Through a wide 
variety of real-life scenarios, the leaders will take you through new risk 
areas and strategies for dealing with criminal behaviour 

12.00 | Registration, Networking and Refreshments 

The Changing Face of Corporate Criminal Liability: 
How to Capture New and “Unknown” Risks
 • Where are organisations most at risk these days? What do they see 

as the next set of challenges in uncovering and addressing newly 
emerging risks?

 • What your fraud risk assessment should look like to detect red flags 
for activities, transactions and schemes?

Making the Most out of Forensic Fraud 
Investigative Tools
 • Securing information (hard copy and electronic paper trail) and 

conducting an effective forensic accounting analysis
 • Particular concerns associated with Data Protection Regulations
 • Conducting forensic interviewing and credibility assessments

Litigation Support for Corporates and Financial 
Institutions
 • Working alongside prosecuting authorities
 • Freezing assets and blocking suspicious transactions
 • Recent law enforcement actions and lessons for company directors 

Co-led by: 

 Lisette van Eenennaam
Senior Legal Counsel Integrity &  
Deputy Head Office of Special Investigations
ABB (Switzerland)

 Caroline Allouet
Partner
BDO (France)

 Karla Lini Maeji 
Partner 
TozziniFreire (Brazil)

17.45 | Registration and Welcome Drinks for Early Arriving Attendees 

19.00

“Women in Fraud, Asset Recovery and White 
Collar Crime”: Pre-Conference Informal Dinner 
The Glow Bar at the President Wilson Hotel
hotelpresidentwilson.com/en/glow-bar

Join current and future leaders in the field to celebrate the achievements 
of dispute resolution lawyers, barristers and consulting experts in cosy 
and informal surroundings. Open to both female and male attendees.

Sponsored by

Sponsored by

Thursday, 15 March 
Main Conference Day One
08.00 | Registration and Networking Breakfast

Sponsored by

08.45

Opening Remarks from the Chairman of Day 1
 Robert Hunter
Partner
Edmonds Marshall McMahon (UK)

09.00

Risk Taking in Fraud and Law
 Robert Hunter
Partner
Edmonds Marshall McMahon (UK) 

All professionals have their own style of accommodating risk into their 
advice, particularly those involved in litigation. Litigation is, after all, all about 
the assessment of risk. It is such a fundamental part of what we do that 
we barely notice that we are doing it. How will a judge react to a particular 
allegation? Whom will a judge believe? How will a witness (even an expert 
witness) perform in court? Basic human questions like these play a huge part 
in our confidence in the system and our expectations as to how our clients 
will fare in it. This talk will consider the following questions:

 • Do we acknowledge the risks that we are taking?
 • Are fraud lawyers natural “risk takers” and how does that affect our 

role in the litigation process?
 • What is the best way of distinguishing different kinds of risk?
 • Is there a relationship between risk taking and honesty, not merely  

for fraudsters but also for lawyers?
 • To what extent does litigation procedure affect our perception and 

judgement of risk?

Over the past 15 years, Robert’s much anticipated opening talk introducing 
C5’s Geneva Forum has become a tradition. As in previous years it will 
examine what we can learn from other disciplines including mathematics, 
military science, medicine and psychology

09.45

Fraud, Corruption and Investigations:  
Global Trends and Lessons from 2017 
Get drawn into an open debate on the recent, most significant events and 
developments affecting global fraud litigation, anti-bribery initiatives and 
recovery efforts 

 Benjamin Borsodi – 
Moderator 
Managing Partner 
Schellenberg Wittmer 
(Switzerland)

 Lisette van Eenennaam 
Senior Legal Counsel 
Integrity & Deputy 
Head Office of Special 
Investigations 
ABB (Switzerland)

 Marcus Pallot 
Partner 
Carey Olsen (Jersey)

 Karla Lini Maeji 
Partner 
TozziniFreire (Brazil)

 Glenn Pomerantz 
Partner 
BDO (USA)

 • Failure to prevent fraud, money laundering and other financial crime: 
How can you help your clients? 

 • What should you be doing right now to effectively respond to an 
increased level of international cooperation between enforcement 
agencies and government regulators

 • Prosecution v settlement. The future of DPAs and self-reporting. 
Individual prosecutions 

10.45 | Refreshments and Networking

Sponsored by

http://c5-online.com/fraudgeneva
http://hotelpresidentwilson.com/en/glow-bar 
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11.15

New Approaches to Pre-Emptive Remedies  
in Fraud Litigation 

 Paul Lowenstein QC
 Barrister 

20 Essex Street (UK)

 Tony Beswetherick
 Barrister 

20 Essex Street (UK) 

 James Popperwell
 Partner
 Macfarlanes (UK)

 Philip Young
 Partner
 Cooke, Young & 

Keidan (UK)

 • Tackling complex cyber-fraud – new remedies for the internet age
 • Timely appointments - receivers and provisional liquidators in modern 

fraud litigation
 • Innovative techniques for the cost-effective management of complex 

international fraud litigation
 • Obtaining information and documentation to support a fraud case

12.15

Your Client is Served with Fraud Proceedings 
and Freezing Orders: What do you Do Next? 

 Charles Samek QC – 
Moderator
Barrister
Littleton Chambers 
(UK)

 Mona Vaswani
Partner, Head of Fraud 
Practice
Allen & Overy (UK)

 Kaley Crossthwaite 
Partner 
BDO (UK) 

 Simon Rainey QC  
Barrister 
Quadrant Chambers 
(UK)

 • Nature of the proceedings in which WFO/FO relief obtained: s.25 CJJA 
1982 / Judgments Regulation / Proprietary injunction?

 • Legal bases for challenge: 
 » Jurisdiction of the English court
 » Proper service of proceedings? Was permission to serve out 

obtained (if needed)? 
 » Breach of the full and frank disclosure obligation

 • Compliance: 
 » Asset disclosure issues: what precisely needs to be disclosed. Legal 

professional privilege and foreign law issues which may impact on 
disclosure

 » Dealing with banks: Ensuring payment of creditors
 • Jurisdictional issues: Examining the jurisdictional basis for the 

freezing order and considering possible challenge
 • Misc.: 

 » Other terms of the WFO
 » Interpretation & clarification of the WFO

13.15 | Networking Lunch 

Sponsored by

14.30

TROUBLE IN PARADISE 2.0: Everything You 
Need to Know About Beneficial Ownership, 
Transparency and Disclosure
 Stephen Baker – Moderator

Senior Partner 
Baker & Partners (Jersey)  

 Arnoldo Lacayo
Partner
Sequor Law (USA)

 Helen Hatton
Managing Director
BDO Sator Regulatory Consulting (Jersey)

15.30

Rogue Directors and Deep Pockets
 Audrey Byrne – Moderator
Partner
McCann FitzGerald (Ireland) 

 Howard Sharp QC
Ardent Chambers (Jersey)

 Maxim Kulkov
Managing Partner
KK&P Trial Lawyers (Russia)

 • Anatomy of a scam: Recent investment funds and corporate frauds
 • Are whistle-blowers friend or foe? Profiling a malicious insider:  

Whom are you fighting and can you stop them?
 • Claims and/or disclosure requests brought by an office holder
 • Recent developments in the law of privilege in the context of corporate 

investigations
 • Corporate responsibility, self-reporting, Directors’ disqualification and 

white collar crime update
 • Who pays? When is it possible to target the deep pockets of auditors, 

accountancy, taxation and other advisors and third parties? 
 • Leveraging digital evidence, social media and cloud data 

16.15 | Refreshments and and Networking

Sponsored by

16.45

Dishonest Statements Made to the Market: 
Fraud Based Securities Litigation (s.90A FMSA)   

 Peter Sharp
Partner 
Morgan, Lewis & 
Bockius (UK) 

 Peter de Verneuil Smith
Barrister

 3 Verulam Buildings (UK)

 • Investor protection for the many or the few?
 • Whose lies are they anyway?
 • It’s a material world?
 • Group action friend or foe?

17.30 

Investigative Journalism in the Era of  
“Fake News” 
Featuring a special guest:

 Clare Rewcastle Brown
Editor
Sarawak Report (UK)

Sarawak Report was founded by an investigative journalist Clare Rewcastle-
Brown in 2010. It has been at the forefront of exposing the corruption related 
to Malaysia’s 1MDB. 1MDB has been revealed as a case study in kleptocracy 
and Sarawak Report’s string of exposes, involving numerous source materials 
and extended analysis, has laid bare exactly how billions of dollars were 
borrowed and then channelled out of Malaysia under the instructions of 
Malaysian Prime Minister cum Finance Minister Najib Razak. The Malaysian 
Government unsuccessfully requested INTERPOL to place Editor Rewcastle 
Brown onto its Red Notice list, normally reserved for terror suspects.

18.15 | Networking Drinks Reception

Sponsored by

19.30

C5’s Official Conference Dinner  
(Open to accompanying persons)

The Winter Garden at the President Wilson Hotel
hotelpresidentwilson.com/meetings/en/room/winter-garden

http://hotelpresidentwilson.com/meetings/en/room/winter-garden 
http://hotelpresidentwilson.com/meetings/en/room/winter-garden
http://hotelpresidentwilson.com/meetings/en/room/winter-garden
http://hotelpresidentwilson.com/meetings/en/room/winter-garden
http://hotelpresidentwilson.com/meetings/en/room/winter-garden
http://hotelpresidentwilson.com/meetings/en/room/winter-garden
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Friday, 16 March 
Main Conference Day Two
08.00 | Networking Breakfast

Sponsored by

09.00

Opening Remarks from the Chairman 
 Keith Oliver
Head of International
Peters & Peters (UK) 

09.15

Too Hot to Handle? Hacked, Stolen or Just 
Mislaid? What to Do when Privileged or 
Confidential Data Lands in Your Lap –  
a Tale of Modern Day Ethics!

 Keith Oliver – Moderator
Head of International
Peters & Peters (UK) 

 Lincoln Caylor
Partner
Bennet Jones (Canada)

 Maxim Kulkov
Managing Partner
KK&P Trial Lawyers 
(Russia) 
 
 

 • Admissibility of unlawfully obtained evidence. The position at common 
law and under the CPR. The impact of the ECHR

 • Is there a duty to disclose the means by which evidence has been 
obtained? Interim applications made without notice and the applicant’s 
duty of full and frank disclosure (Dar Al Arkan v Al Refai [2012] EWHC 
3539 (Comm)) 

 • Risks for the litigant and the lawyer: Sources of potential civil and 
criminal liability. Data Protection Act 1998, Computer Misuse Act 1990, 
common law (breach of confidence/privacy, trespass)

 • An ethical dilemma? As a lawyer, how can you ensure that you are 
meeting your professional obligations and mitigating the risks? SRA 
and Bar Council guidance

 • How does the position in England and Wales compare with other 
jurisdictions (in particular the US)? 

10.15 | Refreshments and Networking

Sponsored by

10.45

Fair Hearings or Quick Ones? Is Independence 
a Charade?

 Richard Millet QC – 
Moderator
Barrister
Essex Court Chambers 
(UK)

 

 Paul Gully-Hart
Partner / Attorney at Law 
Schellenberg Wittmer 
(Switzerland)

 Jonathan Addo 
Partner 
Harneys (BVI)

 • Courtroom management in fraud cases
 • When it’s not just the parties who are dishonest: Strategies for dealing 

with experts who are biased or dishonest; arbitrators who are too 
squeamish to find fraud; judges who don’t provide fair hearings?

 • When the expert’s conclusions contradict the client’s case: the illusion 
of independence or hiding behind? 

11.30

Cooperation of Solicitors, Barristers and 
Asset Recovery Specialists from Various 
Jurisdictions on Cross-Border Fraud Litigation 
Cases 

 Adrian Beltrami QC – 
Moderator
Joint Head of Chambers
3 Verulam Buildings 
(UK)

 Rogério Alves
Former Chairman of 
the Portuguese Bar 
Association
Partner
RA&A (Portugal)

 James Eldridge
Partner, Litigation 
Practice
Maples and Calder 
(Cayman Islands)

 Stavros Pavlou
Senior & Managing 
Partner
Patrikios Pavlou 
& Associates LLC 
(Cyprus) 

 • Common vs civil law challenge: Bringing and managing claims 
simultaneously in more than one jurisdiction 

 • Burden of proof in criminal vs civil fraud
 • “My jurisdiction is better than your jurisdiction”: Three things I hate 

about your jurisdiction
 • Conflict of laws in jurisdictions 
 • Disclosure in offshore jurisdictions
 • Overcoming difficulties with obtaining information from: 

 » civil jurisdictions
 » “new” jurisdictions

12.30

THE VICTIMS OF FRAUD – Understanding the 
Wounds Upon Which Fraudsters Prey 
Understanding the psychology of fraud necessitates an exploration 
into the victim as much as the fraudster. Without victims, there can 
be no fraud. What characteristics do they possess which are often 
times so easily exploited by the fraudster. Are the characteristics 
of an uneducated, individual investor the same as a professional or 
institutional investor? Dive in to various case studies to learn how 
a better understanding of the victims will leverage your success in 
combatting and recovering from fraud.

 Neal H. Levin
Attorney at Law
Freeborn & Peters LLP (USA)

13.00 | Networking Lunch

Sponsored by

14.00

Major United States Appeals Court Decision on 
1782 and Foreign Private Criminal Proceedings:  
The Widening Net and Implications for Swiss 
Companies and Shareholders
 Warren Gluck

Partner 
Holland & Knight (USA)

 • Shareholders can arguably seek discovery even if they can’t file  
direct criminal actions for lack of damages;

 • US Discovery is Available before the Foreign Private Criminal 
Proceedings is Even Filed;

 • US Courts will defer to Foreign Courts on Matters of Procedure  
and Defenses

 A high powered event with dynamic 
speakers, great content and first class 
networking 
– Malcolm McNeil, Partner, Arent Fox LLP (USA)

http://c5-online.com/fraudgeneva
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14.30

Is “Pugachev Ruling” the End of Offshore Trust 
and Should it Be?

 Edmund King
Barrister
Essex Court Chambers 
(UK)

 Michael Roberts
Partner
Hogan Lovells (UK)

 • Seeking disclosure 
 • Enforcement of judgements and extracting assets from trusts

15.30

Mock Case: Do’s and Don’t’s in Cross Boarder 
Frauds between UK and Switzerland
 Saverio Lembo

Partner
Bär & Karrer  
(Switzerland)

  Kate McMahon
Partner
Edmonds Marshall 
McMahon (UK)

 • Interplay between civil and criminal remedies – which is quickest  
and which is best?

 • Coordination of legal representatives at various steps of the 
proceedings – who should go first from a strategic perspective?

 • Private prosecution vs. State prosecution – when to use one in 
preference to the other?

 • How to ensure that the victim’s interests are duly taken into account 
by prosecuting authorities? How to assist the authorities to act  
more quickly?

 • How to avoid the release of frozen assets to the benefit of the fraudster

16.15

End of Conference

MEDIA PARTNERS

Global Sponsorship Opportunities
C5 works closely with sponsors to create the perfect business 
development solution catered exclusively to the needs of any 
practice group, business line or corporation. With over 500 
conferences held in Europe, Russia and the CIS, China, India, 
the US and Canada, C5 provides a diverse portfolio of first-class 
events tailored to the senior level executive. 

To find out how to position your firm as an industry leader 
by sponsoring this event, please contact Chris Murphy on 
+44(0)207 878 6955 or email C.Murphy@c5-online.com

The C5 Group, comprising C5 in Europe, The Canadian Institute, and American Conference Institute, 
is a leading global events and business intelligence company.

For over 30 years, C5 Group has provided the opportunities that bring together business leaders, 
professionals and international experts from around the world to learn, meet, network and make the 
contacts that create the opportunities. 

Our conferences and related products connect the power of people with the power of information, a 
powerful combination for business growth and success. 

Conference On Demand
Can’t take time out of the office? View the conference from the 
convenience of your home or office. Save money on travel and 
view the conference according to your own schedule. This 
Conference recording allows you to view all the authorised 
sessions and handouts.

The recorded archives of the presentations will be available for 
you to view after the conference, so you can re-watch sessions, 
or view any sessions you may have missed.

 • GET ACCESS to 300+ professionals from  
25+ jurisdictions

 • OBTAIN “need-to-know” information from  
35+ internationally renowned expert speakers

 •  GET an in-house perspective from a multinational 
corporation

 • SAMPLE Michelin starred cuisine at the new iconic 
venue Hotel President Wilson

 •  ROLL your sleeves up at the pre-conference 
Corporate Crime Clinic

 • ENJOY an informal pre-conference dinner with 
selected attendees at “Women in Fraud, Asset 
Recovery and White Collar Crime”

 • INDULGE in the exclusive Official Conference 
Dinner menu at the end of Day 1 

 • CHALLENGE your peers and competitors on the  
ski slopes in Chamonix

Eight reasons  
you don’t want to miss the next event

In addition, as in previous years many of the delegates will be heading off to Chamonix for a great weekend skiing when we close 
on Friday afternoon. Chamonix is approximately 45 minutes to an hour away depending on traffic. There is no conference hotel as such, 
but there are many hotels in Chamonix itself but it is sensible to book as early as possible as weekends are very busy in March – there are 
always great deals on Expedia. We will probably organise an informal dinner on Friday. So as to give us some idea of numbers, could I 
ask those of you who are planning on attending to e-mail Keith Oliver’s PA (lstevens@petersandpeters.com) as soon as possible. All are 
welcome – whether skiers or not as the weekend is a great way to continue the bonhomie of the Geneva event. FOR MORE DETAILS 
VISIT OUR WEBSITE

https://www.c5-online.com/fraud-asset-tracing-recovery-geneva/ski-trip/
https://www.c5-online.com/fraud-asset-tracing-recovery-geneva/ski-trip/
https://www.c5-online.com/fraud-asset-tracing-recovery-geneva/ski-trip/


Essex Court Chambers is a leading set of barristers’ chambers, 
specialising in commercial, international and public law. Members 
advise and act in a broad range of litigation, arbitration and dispute 
resolution worldwide, including commercial fraud, asset tracing and 
recovery.

Patrikios Pavlou & Associates LLC is a leading, highly recommended 
and multi-awarded law firm based in Cyprus. With 55 years of 
experience in the local and international legal market, the firm has 
developed a distinguished expertise in multiple practice areas and 
a personalized client service. Lawyers are constantly involved in 
some of the largest cross-border transactions and they efficiently 
handle complex litigation and arbitration matters, both locally and 
internationally. 

CSI Group was established in 2013 by a team of professional fraud 
investigators who possess an in-depth knowledge of forensic science 
and a proven experience spanning all aspects of fraud & compliance.
We support our clients in international cases when multiple 
jurisdictions are involved: Central, Northern and Eastern Europe, 
Russia and CIS countries, South East Asia, United Kingdom and the 
United States. 
The major capabilities of CSI Group are to provide exclusive and 
bespoke anti-fraud solutions and qualitative forensic support to the 
clients requiring professional advice in:
• Forensic Investigations 

and Forensic Reviews;
• Corporate and Business 

Intelligence;
• eDiscovery and Digital 

Forensic;
• Cyber Security;
• Forensic Research and 

Criminalistics Support;
• Retail Banking Fraud 

Environment Consultancy;
• Compliance and Corporate 

Governance Operational 

Assessments;
• Asset Tracing and 

Recovery;
• Compliance, Fraud 

Prevention and 
Whistleblowing 
Infrastructure 
Implementation;

• Intellectual property and 
trademarks protection;

• International arbitration, 
litigation and dispute 
resolution support.

Civil fraud is a truly multi-disciplinary subject. Successful pursuit or 
defence of fraud claims requires the ability to bring together different 
disciplines, including company, insolvency, banking and finance and 
conflict of laws, often on the basis of great urgency and in multiple 
jurisdictions. But above all, it requires top-level litigation and 
advocacy skills. 20 Essex Street is a leading and long-established 
set of commercial barristers chambers whose members are first 
and foremost trial lawyers. Strategic expansion over the last three 
years enables us to offer the full breadth and depth of legal expertise 
necessary for the successful conduct of large complex fraud cases, 
both internationally and domestically.

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS & PARTNERS

About BDO’s Global Forensics Practice Exceptional client service, 
delivered across continents.
With resources in more than 150 countries, BDO’s Global Forensics 
practice helps multinational organizations identify and mitigate 
risks associated with fraud and corruption, through advisory 
services customized to meet their specific needs, including:
• Fraud and Corruption Due Diligence and Investigations
• Forensic Technology Services
• Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption Compliance
• Litigation and Dispute Advisory
A key component of BDO’s service philosophy is active and 
continuous involvement from our most senior resources. Our 
partners and senior professionals are actively involved throughout 
the engagement, delivering technical support, insights, and 
guidance. With relevant experience in practically all industries, our 
multidisciplinary teams are poised to serve the unique needs of our 
clients. For more information, visit www.bdointernational.com

Lead Sponsor 

Networking Lunch  
Sponsor - Day 1 

Registration Breakfast  
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Refreshment Sponsor 

Refreshment Breaks Sponsor
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Executive Sponsor 

Executive Sponsor 

Executive Sponsor 

Executive Sponsor 

Executive Sponsor 

Executive Sponsor 

Executive Sponsor 
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3 Verulam Buildings is one of the UK’s foremost barristers’ 
chambers, offering genuine depth of experience across the full 
range of commercial litigation both nationally and internationally, 
from banking & finance to commercial fraud, insurance, 
professional negligence, insolvency, energy & natural resources, IT, 
and entertainment and media law. 3VB also has a firmly-established 
and growing reputation in domestic and international arbitration.

Baker & Partners is a Jersey law firm specialising in civil & 
commercial litigation, contentious trusts, financial services 
regulation, crime, international co-operation & asset recovery. The 
firm has been involved in many highly complex cases involving 
cross-border crime. These cases have included the most serious 
instances of political corruption, large scale fraud, drug trafficking 
and money laundering. The firm are instructed by the Federal 
Republic of Brazil and in November 2012 successfully sought 
judgment in a civil fraud action to recover US$10.5million from a 
major fraud that was operated for the benefit of, amongst others, 
Paulo Maluf, the former Mayor of Sao Paulo.

Ardent Chambers is based in Jersey and headed by the Island’s 
former Solicitor General, Mr Howard Sharp QC. Ardent specialise 
in criminal and civil fraud litigation and asset recovery. We have 
successfully acted in Jersey’s most significant confiscation cases 
that include Bhojwani, Doraville, Michel, Warren and Windward. Mr 
Sharp QC has spoken at Chatham House, the United Nations and the 
World Bank on the topics of corruption and asset recovery.

Bennett Jones is one of Canada’s premier business law firms and 
home to more than 380 lawyers and business advisors in nine 
offices. With deep experience in complex transactions and litigation 
matters, the firm is well equipped to advise foreign businesses 
and investors with Canadian ventures, and connect Canadian 
businesses and investors with opportunities around the world.

Freeborn & Peters LLP is a full-service law firm, headquartered 
in Chicago, with international capabilities. Freeborn’s Fraud 
and Internal Investigations Team focuses on the investigation, 
prosecution and recovery related to fraud, corruption and other 
misconduct. Working on behalf of other law firms, banks, insurers, 
corporate boards, judgment creditors and trustees and receivers the 
team focuses on detecting and responding to fraud aggressively 
and efficiently.  www.freeborn.com 

With almost 550 people, including over 350 lawyers and professional 
staff, McCann FitzGerald is one of Ireland’s premier law firms. We 
are consistently recognised as being the market leader in many 
practice areas and our pre-eminence is endorsed by clients and 
market commentators alike. Our principal office is located in Dublin 
and we have overseas offices in London, New York and Brussels 
(the only Irish law firm to have an office at the EU’s principal base). 
We have significant experience in international litigation and asset 
tracing, acting for corporates, financial institutions, public bodies, 
and insolvency practitioners.

Sequor Law, a firm dedicated to representing clients internationally 
in asset recovery, financial fraud, cross‐border insolvency and 
financial services litigation, is led by Edward H. Davis, Jr., who 
has been recognized four times by Who’s Who Legal as the Asset 
Recovery Lawyer of the Year, and Greg Grossman, who heads the 
firm’s international insolvency and financial services litigation 
practice.  Sequor Law derives its name from the Latin root “to 
pursue, to chase, to attain,” and signifies our core values: the agile, 
aggressive, and relentless pursuit of assets and success on behalf 
of our clients. 

With a team encompassing more than 2,200 legal professionals 
across 30 offices, Morgan Lewis serves as primary outside counsel 
to the world’s largest corporations, including more than one third of 
the Fortune 100, as well as many innovative start-ups. We advise 
clients in relation to litigation, disputes and regulatory enforcement 
issues both in Europe and globally.
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Schellenberg Wittmer Ltd is one of the leading business law 
firms in Switzerland. Our lawyers in Zurich and Geneva provide 
comprehensive legal services to domestic and international clients 
in all aspects of business law. www.swlegal.ch

Carey Olsen is a leading offshore law firm advising on British Virgin 
Islands, Cayman Islands, Guernsey and Jersey law across a global 
network of eight international offices.  We employ over 380 people, 
including 48 partners and over 200 lawyers, and have a large 
dispute resolution and litigation team established in each of our 
jurisdictions. For further information on how we can help please 
visit careyolsen.com 

The barristers at Quadrant Chambers combine excellence as 
advocates and advisors.  We specialise in the areas of high-value, 
often international, fraud and asset tracing, insolvency, shareholder 
/ JV disputes and directors misfeasance claims. We have particular 
expertise of disputes in our core sectors of international trade, 
commodities, energy, shipping, aviation and insurance and re-
insurance, where we enjoy an international pre-eminence.  We 
appear regularly in the Business and Property Courts in England, as 
well as in overseas courts (predominantly in the Caribbean, UAE and 
Singapore) and arbitral tribunals. We have a wealth of experience in 
obtaining urgent interim relief for our clients.

Maples and Calder is a leading international law firm advising 
financial, institutional, business and private clients around the world 
on the laws of the Cayman Islands, Ireland and the British Virgin 
Islands.  Maples and Calder has offices in the British Virgin Islands, 
Cayman Islands, Dubai, Dublin, Hong Kong, London and Singapore.
Our Commercial Litigation & Dispute Resolution lawyers practice 
Cayman Islands, Irish and British Virgin Islands law and provide 
support and assistance in respect of proceedings in numerous 
other jurisdictions around the world. With more than 30 commercial 
litigation and dispute resolution partners and associates across 
our global network of offices, we offer a broad range of litigation 
and dispute resolution services and bring an unrivalled depth of 
experience to each dispute, ensuring that you receive fast, accurate 
and pragmatic advice. 
Maples and Calder celebrated its 50th year of award winning 
excellence in 2017.

Pre-Conference Drinks 
Sponsor

Allen & Overy is one of the few international law firms with global 
expertise in fraud litigation. We are best known for handling large 
and multijurisdictional cases.  We have acted on some of the largest 
fraud cases, including HSBC v Michael Brown, RBG Resources v 
Rastogi, Polyus v KazakhGold, Arcadia Petroleum and Kazakhstan 
Kagazhy Plc v Arip.

‘Women In Fraud’ Networking  
Dinner Sponsor 

The expertise of Littleton’s members covers a broad spectrum of 
international and domestic disputes, jurisdictional issues, high value 
and complex fraud, asset tracing/ recovery and misappropriation of 
confidential information. 
Members have particular and lengthy expertise in disputes involving 
freezing and search orders as well as a track record of successfully 
obtaining and discharging injunctive relief.

Executive Sponsor 



Attention Mailroom
If undeliverable to addressee, please forward to:  
Solicitors and Barristers, Forensic Accountants and Litigation Support 
Accountants, In-House Lawyers, Risk Analysts and Heads of Financial 
Crime, Private Investigators and other Recovery Specialists

Venue Information:
Hotel President Wilson 
Address: Quai Wilson 47, 1211 Genève, Switzerland
Phone: +41 22 906 66 66

Incorrect Mailing Information 
If you would like us to change any of your details, please email Data@C5-Online.com or fax the label on this brochure to +44 (0) 20 7878 6887

© C5, 2018

Payment Policy
Payment must be received in full by the conference date to ensure admittance. All discounts will 
be applied to the Conference Only fee (excluding add-ons), cannot be combined with any other 
offer, and must be paid in full at time of order. Group discounts available to 2 or more individuals 
employed by the same organisation, when registering at the same time.

Terms and Conditions

Registration Type SAVE €154 
Register & Pay by 23 February 2018 Register & Pay by 15 March 2018

o All Access Pass  
Conference, Workshop and Official Conference Dinner 

      (open to accompanying persons)
€2845 €2999

o Conference and Workshop €2645 €2799

o Conference Only €2045 €2199

o Workshop Only €795

o Official Conference Dinner €200

o Pre-conference Dinner 
Women in Fraud, Asset Recovery and White Collar Crime

€65

o Conference Materials Only €595

o Official Conference Dinner (Open to accompanying persons) €200

Delegate Substitutions and Cancellations
You must notify us by email at least 48 hrs in advance of the conference if you wish to 
send a substitute participant. If you are unable to find a substitute, please notify us in 
writing no later than 10 days prior to the conference date and a credit voucher will be 
issued to you for the full amount paid, redeemable against any other C5 conference 
in the next 12 months. Delegates may not “share” a pass between multiple attendees 
without prior authorization.
All cancelled conference registrations will be subject to a cancellation fee of £250 
and applicable VAT. If the conference currency is EUR or USD a €350 and applicable 
VAT or $350 cancellation fee will apply.

Any product extensions (inclusive of workshops, receptions, masterclasses, etc.) 
will be subject to a cancellation fee of £40 and applicable VAT. If the conference 
currency is EUR or USD a €50 and applicable VAT or $50 cancellation fee will apply.
If you prefer, you may request a refund of fees paid less the applicable cancellation 
fee. No credits or refunds will be given for cancellations received within 10 days of 
the conference start date. No liability is assumed by C5 for changes in program date, 
content, speakers or venue. C5 reserves the right to cancel any conference it deems 
necessary and will, in such event, make a full refund of any registration fee, but will 
not be responsible for airfare, hotel or other costs incurred by registrants.

Registration Information 643L18-GENConference Code

Bringing a Team?

2 - 4 10% Conference Discount

5 - 6 15% Conference Discount

7 - 9 20% Conference Discount

10 or more Call +44 (0) 20 7878 6888

 

3 Ways to Register 


  ONLINE:
 C5-Online.com/FraudGeneva   EMAIL:

 Registration@C5-Online.com 
 PHONE:

 +44 20 7878 6888

B00-643-643L18.ERegistration Code

12th Edition

FRAUD, ASSET TRACING AND RECOVERY 

GENEVA

15 – 16 March 2018  |  Hotel President Wilson  |  Geneva, Switzerland  

An Advanced, 
Must Attend 
Programme 
Designed 
For:

 • Private practice lawyers and barristers 
involved in complex, high-value 
fraud; corruption and insolvency 
investigations and litigation

 • Investigators specialising in tracing 
and recovering misappropriated assets 

 • Prosecutors pursuing civil claims for 
fraud

 • Private practice lawyers and 
consultants counselling clients in fraud 
prevention and crisis fraud response

 • Forensic accountants, e-discovery and 
fraud technology professionals 

 • In-house practitioners (financial 
institutions; large corporations; 
family offices; whose responsibilities 
include anti-fraud and anti-corruption 
investigations & intelligence; financial 
crime and business ethics 

 • Third-party litigation funders
 • White collar asset protection trust 

lawyers 
 • Intelligence firms 
 • Reputational firms
 • Investigative journalists

All Delegates will receive an online link to 
access the conference materials as part of  
their registration fee. 
 
Conference materials are available 2 working 
days post event.

http://c5-online.com/fraudgeneva
mailto:Registration%40C5-Online.com?subject=

